GROWING HERBS: How To Grow Low Cost Indoor And Outdoor Herbs In Containers, For Profit Or For Health Benefits At Home, Simple Basic Recipes (How To Grow Herbs, Growing Herbs For Beginners)
All you need to know, from which tools to use, to how you should be using them to grow your herbs, and how to give your herbs the individual attention they need: (on how much sunlight each herb needs and soil requirements.), Also the benefits of each herb you grow: (Medicine, cooking, money saving etc.) Every herb is listed individually with pictures, and separates the different needs of the same plants based on where are you growing them indoors or outdoors, with cautions for beginner herbalists (what not to do). Achieve your goal of growing top quality herbs without spending too much money. Everything you need to know on Herbalism, Growing Herbs, The Medical and Health Benefits of growing herbs, Positive Psychological Effects of Growing and taking care of your homegrown Herbs. Have fun and Enjoy.

I love gardening and planting plants, vegetables and herbs. A friend of mine told me about this book and I got curious that’s why I’ve decided to purchase and read it. My purpose on reading this
book is to learn how to grow herbs for medical purposes not for profit. Gladly the instructions and guidelines on how to grow herbs indoor and outdoor are very easy to follow and understand. Benjamin did a great job on creating a very well detailed guidebook like this and I commend him for that. It is really worth spending my money and time on this book; kudos to the author!

Extremely informative, I never knew how healthy the herbs that I cook with daily is so good my body. Also the best part of this book is I can either build a planting herbs business and make some extra money or just grow then for myself and with the detailed information know that I am doing it right as plants are not my strong area.

I decided to give my mom the book, because she loves to grow vegetation. She is thrilled because she has a lot of flowers have died, and now each vegetation blooms and smells.

Very informative!
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